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Adjectives are words which describe nouns / pronouns. They usually
come before the nouns they modify. Mostly they answer the question:
What Kind? How many? Which one? Adverbs add something to the
meaning of verbs, adjectives or other adverbs. They describe how/
when/ where the action happens.

2) Jonathan performed poorly at his concert . ________ 

a) Imran is a fast bowler . Adjectives 

Read the following sentences and note the underlined words. Write
whether they are adjectives or adverbs on the blanks provided. 

1) My poor family can ’t afford a new car . ________ 

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS

3) Peter is calm under pressure . ________ 
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b) Kapil also can bowl fast . Adverb 

4) The funny clown walked backward on a rope . _______ 
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1) The funny man walked on a road . _______

4) Grandpa could not find his hand stick anywhere . ________

3) I hope to meet you soon . _______

2) The big house is painted pink outside . _______

5) Peacock is a beautiful bird . _________ 
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Read the following sentences and note the underlined words. Write
whether they are adjectives or adverbs on the blanks provided. 

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) Mark speaks cleanly . _______

4) Andrews can run quickly on sand . ________

3) Lisa sipped hot coffee and burnt her lips . _________ 

2) My cousin is a careful driver . _________ 

5) Akbar , the great was a generous king . ________
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Read the following sentences and note the underlined words. Write
whether they are adjectives or adverbs on the blanks provided. 

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) The farmer works hard all the day . _______

4) ) Jack and Jill are close friends . _________

3) The boy behaves best . _______  

2) Lucy is the best girl in the school . _________

5) The milkmaid comes here daily . _______ 
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Read the following sentences and note the underlined words. Write
whether they are adjectives or adverbs on the blanks provided. 

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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Adjectives are words which describe nouns / pronouns. They usually
come before the nouns they modify. Mostly they answer the question:
What Kind? How many? Which one? Adverbs add something to the
meaning of verbs, adjectives or other adverbs. They describe how/
when/ where the action happens.

The funny joker laughed happily . 

Read the sentences given below. Draw a line under each adjective and
circle around every adverb.

1) Ruth greedily swallowed the sweet candy .

2) Will you forever be my best friend?

3) The poor woman cried sadly for food . 
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4) The young boy bravely saved the drowning woman .

Example :

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) The milk is hot . Sip it slowly .

4) Willie , my good friend will be coming soon .

3) The beautiful girl danced gracefully .

2) Mom usually wears blue clothes .

5) The careless hare walked slowly to the post .
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Read the sentences given below. Draw a line under each adjective and
circle around every adverb.

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) A lovely baby slept calmly in the cradle . 

4) A tall policeman slammed my neighbor ’s door angrily .

3) Mom shouted loudly at our cunning dog .

2) A nice guy will never go late to office .

5) We played joyfully in the rain on a rainy day .
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Read the sentences given below. Draw a line under each adjective and
circle around every adverb.

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) The fat duck swims in a pond .

4) The cute girl painted the picture excellently .

3) The soft sponge absorbs water quickly .

2) The bright hot air balloon went up .

5) The clever cop searched thoroughly for the fingerprints .
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Read the sentences given below. Draw a line under each adjective and
circle around every adverb.

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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Adjectives are words which describe nouns / pronouns. They usually
come before the nouns they modify. Mostly they answer the question:
What Kind? How many? Which one? Adverbs add something to the
meaning of verbs, adjectives or other adverbs. They describe how/
when/ where the action happens.

lovely , late

very , loud , hard 

a) They arrived late to the party . (Adverb)

1) Our teacher works ____ all day . (        )

2) Harry bought a ____ sweet pudding from the bakery . (        )

3) Nancy speaks in a ____ voice . (       )
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b) It is a lovely flower . (Adjective)

Use the words from the word box and fill in the blanks of the following
sentences. Write whether the words are adjectives or adverbs in the
parenthesis given for each sentence. 

Examples :

Help Box :

Help Box :

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) The children started _____. (          )

4) Gibson lives in the ____ street . (           )

3) It is a very ____ mountain . (           )

2) Jack ______ studies at home . (           )

5) The pop singer sings well _______. (           )
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Use the words from the word box and fill in the blanks of the following
sentences. Write whether the words are adjectives or adverbs in the
parenthesis given for each sentence. 

early , next , enough , high , hardly

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) Grandpa is the _____ riser at our home . (          )

4) Could you _____ wait for your turn? (            )

3) Nick flew ______ to New York . (            )

2) A ______ butterfly fluttered in the flower garden . (          )

5)  I am the ____ boy of my parents . (            )
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Use the words from the word box and fill in the blanks of the following
sentences. Write whether the words are adjectives or adverbs in the
parenthesis given for each sentence. 

kindly , beautiful , early , direct , only

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS
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1) Danny was treated _______ by his friend . (          )

4) The painter painted _______ the wall painting . (           ) 

3) Our teacher came _____ yesterday . (            )

2) Daisy is the ____ girl in our class . (           )

5) Dolly speaks in a ____ voice . (           )
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Use the words from the word box and fill in the blanks of the following
sentences. Write whether the words are adjectives or adverbs in the
parenthesis given for each sentence. 

early , best , harshly , loud , skillfully

CHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBSCHOOSE ADJECTIVES OR ADVERBS


